FINAL WORLD ORDER

Wireless – quantum networks must reach the level where will emit signals which will be transmitted in all the brain regions (hippocampus, neurons, synapses, receptors, neurotransmitters & etc with their subcategories) in order to decode – read the thoughts (such as decode – read already our vital functions & location) of dangerous people & influence them up to a point (as they can influence – manipulate already the nervous systems through the electromagnetic fields such as monitors) which will be legal.

We should create safe safe permanent microchips – biosensors – nanites – nanomachines (from safe biomaterials for the organisms) which could reach the brain regions via the circulation system in order to hook – connect there forever [hippocampus, neurons, synapses, receptors, neurotransmitters & etc with their subcategories (they will charge via wireless networks, via organisms pulses & via blood flow)] via the specific detectors that will contain to their outer membrane which will recognize the specific biological material of these specific regions of the brain or/and via manual mandates from low-intensity ultrasound waves – pulses (it must be mentioned that the same mechatronic machines will help via ultrasound scans to monitor the location of the nanites in order to be activated for implantation via the waves – pulses) in order to upload informations to the brain & in order to download informations from the brain & in order to there is monitoring of the brain in real-time.

If each vaccine contains safe implantable RFID quantum stealth microchips – biosensors – nanites – nanomachines (without
metals in order to there are ghosts – phantoms & to there is not a problem with Magnetic Resonance Imaging) & all the people be vaccinated, we will monitor their thoughts, their vital functions & their locations in a case that nanites will be hook up to the hippocampus, neurons, synapses, receptors, neurotransmitters & etc with their subcategories such as & to all the heart valves & to all the heart coronary arteries, to large intestine & to small intestine in order to there is real-time monitoring of the health of the organisms. They will hook up there via the specific detectors that will contain to their outer membrane which will recognize the specific biological material of these specific regions in order to be implanted via automation or/and via manual mandates from low-intensity ultrasound waves – pulses (it must be mentioned that the same mechatronic machines will help via ultrasound scans to monitor the location of the nanites in order to be activated for implantation via the waves – pulses).

If we set all the transactions to become only inside from the bank cards & phones through POS (card terminals), we will have & the control of their location, of their lifestyle & of their money power.

For the protection of the people & for the disappearance of criminality & black money, we must set on every mean of transport new generation microscopic & high resolution microphone & RFID microchip, we must set on every electronic device new generation microscopic & high resolution microphone & RFID microchip & we must set everywhere the new economic lamps – lights from unbreakable mosque that will have the world’s latest technology microscopic pc’s (with new generation microscopic & high resolution camera of 360 degrees view + night vision, with new generation microscopic & high resolution microphone, with gps, with secret operating system, with new generation microscopic rfid & rfid – biosensors –
nanites tracking system) in order to send in real-time & store the data for a month (creation of an archive) on DNA digital storage data system of the cloud computing of the supercomputers (maybe quantum supercomputers) in order to there is specific control of all the population inside from the continuous monitoring from the loyal global forces. With this way, we can also protect the environment from the pollution via continuous monitoring of RFID microchips – biosensors from RFID microchips – biosensors – nanites tracking systems of lamps & of new generation satellites which will have fusion power or sophisticated power for unlimited energy, quantum telecommunications, quantum stealth technology, quantum radars, latest technology telescope, ultimate power invisible laser, ultimate power microwaves, ultimate power particle beams, ultimate power pulses & electromagnetic pulses, ultimate power radio waves, ultimate power VLF – ELF – etc waves & ultimate power Gamma & X rays. Everything will be with volume & range control. They will contain also tungsten hydrogen bomb rods & RFID microchips – biosensors – nanites tracking system. Each satellite will contain everything. Scientists will set also RFID microchips – biosensors – nanites tracking system to the microscopic autonomous drones which exist already which they will hit with vaccines that paralyze the criminals – dangerous people in order to arrest them the global forces easy & lead them to jail after nonstop interrogations. As for your security, we can set everywhere in your homes enclosure sophisticated biosensors of moves together with lasers & mechatronic systems with thermal cameras which will detect moves with automation & will hit with arrows which will paralyze the invaders of your personal space.

Mergers on everything [central banks – banks, telecommunications (creation of secret & safe quantum telecommunications system with quantum internet & sophisticated cryptographies), companies which produce microchips – biosensors – nanites – nanomachines (with
installed secret & safe operating system that will give us access to monitor them without option for the public to hack, disable or delete it), internet browsers, internet search engines, operating systems (creation of one only secret & safe operating system for the public which will automate accept our updates in order to give us access to monitor them), social media, media, energy providers, drinking water providers, pharmaceutical industries – companies, biological – biochemical – chemical industries – companies, technological industries – companies, education & etc] for the creation of Giants that will have the monopoly & the total control on everything.

All the safe for organisms biosensors – nanites – nanomachines will charge – load via – through wireless networks & via body – heart pulses from where will send all the data to a safe quantum supercomputer which will use secret – safe new operating system & secret – safe program, quantum internet with secret – safe encryptions (for safety reasons), quantum artificial intelligence, quantum machine learning, quantum deep learning, cloud computing, DNA digital data storage & etc in order to analyze everything.

Attention: Everything of the previous plans should become only after an agreement about ethics & after an agreement with the volunteers – patients – people.
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